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Soviet, American nuclear activists in Bangor
by Marc Larrivee
Staff Writer
In the aftermath of the Chernobyl
nuclear accident some American and
Soviet physicians agree that the medical
profession would have "nothing to offer" in the event of nuclear war.
On Saftirday Sosio and American
doctors came together at Peakes
Auditorium in Bangor to discuss the
dangers of nuclear war.
The symposium organized by the
Eastern Maine chapter of Physicians for
Social Responsibility was titled "Bombs
Away? — Prescription for a Healthier
World."
Dr. Wesley Wallace, filling in for the
PSR chairperson Jack Geiger, gave a
first hand account of the aftermath of
the Chernobyl nuclear accident.
"Second only to Hiroshima and
Nagasaki, Chernobyl was the worst
nuclear disaster to date in terms of
deaths, injuries and the geographic area
affected." said Wallace, chairperson of
the PSR House of Delegates.
Wallace said that 100,000 people were
evacuated after the accident and 200
people were injured due to exposure to
radiation — the death toll currently
stands at 31.
"About 200 people received one gray
of radioactivity which is equivalent to
100 rads, the scale we use in the United
States," said Wallace.
Wallace pointed out that four grays or
400 rads would probably kill a person
within a very short period of time,

Bombs away symposium at Bangor Auditorium.
because of its affects on the cardiovascular and nervous systems.
In the worst cases some of the patients
had white-blood counts of zero, leaving
them with no immunities to fight infection, said Wallace.
He concluded from his experience at

(Larrivee photo)

Hospital No. 6 in Moscow that his
medical skills would be of little use after
a nuclear war.
"Medicine has nothing to offer in the
aftermath of nuclear war," he said.
George Woodwell, ecologist and
author of the 1983 nuclear winter report,

spoke of the climatic effects a nuclear
war would have on the environment.
Woodwell explained that a large
enough nuclear blast could change the
entire world climate.
(see SYMPOSIUM page 3)

Traffic jams concern bookstore architects
by Robert Hardy
Staff Writer
Traffic jams near the Maine Center for the Arts concern architects who are designing a new bookstore.
Philip Hart of Moore-Weinrich & Woodward Architects in Brunswick, the firm hired to draw plans for
an estimated SI.1 million bookstore expansion project
said the design will address traffic flow at the center.

ort

"One of the problems we face is how to get trucks
in without making changes to traffic patterns. If we
were to bring trucks in on the south side of the union
our plans could have an impact on the long range plans
for the Maine Arts Center," he said.

te"

Traffic and handicapped access are two problems
that were cited during a building committee meeting
last Thursday:' Right now its awkward for a handicapped person to get into the store," said Hart.
Sharon Cole, bookstore manager agreed and added
state codes which regulate handicapped access are not
being met.
"We've discussed the problem with the architect and
he views the project as a challenge, but one he looks
forward to doing," Cole said:

The next meeting is scheduled in two weeks. During
that meeting, the committee will review solutions.
"Right now, we are just concerned with devising solutions in broad terms," Hart said. He will finish the
design in the spring but said it is too soon to tell when
construction will start.
"This is still in the very early stages of development.
We would like to see improved services to students."
The committee was appointed last spring by former
UMaine President Arthur Johnson. Besides Cole and
Hart, the committee includes Assistant Bookstore
Manager Wendy Gavett, one faculty member, one student, two professional employees, one classified
employee, and two facilities management personnel.
The Bookstore Annex, a garage which also houses
the UMaine Fire Department, is the delivery site for
all hooks and supplies, according to Cole. From there,
deliveries are shipped to the Memorial Union bookstore
by pick up truck while textbooks remain in the
Bookstore
Annex.
The new facility will store and sell textbooks all year
and increase check cashing and postal services.
"The traffic problem is something the university will

have to decide for itself. There will be an impact one
way or another," Hart said.
In an article which appeard in the Daily Maine Campus last week, Cole expressed the need for more room.
"The bookstore is designed to serve 4,000 students
and we're bulging at the seams with between 10,000 and
11,000 students each year."
Most deliveries are in August and Christmas vacation when students are away. The goal, said Hart, is
to minimize traffic flow during those periods.
One solution is to expand the bookstore at its north
end. However, underground utilities must be dug up,
and that would be costly, Hart said.
The store was built in the 1960's when student
population was lower.
Cole cited other problems such as patio roof leaks
and leaks over the clothing section.
Construction costs, said Cole, will not raise prices
on books and supplies. She said construction is funded through a reserve plan where half is paid by the
bookstore and the rest on Joan.
After architects submit a design this spring, construction costs will be approved by the UMaine board of
trustees.
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A car owned by a Somerset Hall resident was hit in- the parking lot by a
LAtaine police cruiser late Tuesday
night.
The car, owned by Laurie Towne, was
parked at Hilltop when Officer George
Ash backed his cruiser into the front;
right side.
"My car was in the middle of nowhere,
there were no other cars around it. I
don't knoWThow it could have been
hit," Towne said.
"Driver inattention, that's the
reason," Ash said.
Ash said he Was checking parking lots
at Hilltop when the accident haripened
at 9:30 p.m..
Patrolman Jeff Millard of the Orono
Police Department was called to the
scene to make the report and investigation. Millard estimated damage to
Towne's car at ¶150.
"When a police vehicle is involved in
an accident an outside agency; in this
case another police department, must
tome in and investigate," said Ash
Towne's cat, a 1963 Dodge Dart, had
its right front bumper pushed into the
fender. holing it. The police cruiser
received no damage.
"It is pialicy for an officer to give an
estimate at an accident. I. dvised Miss
Toone to get a profeSional estimate ot
the damages." Ash said.
"I was told to get the highest estimate
on the damages that I 'could." said
Towne. "I'm waiting to here from my insurance company', although the university will be handling the claim."
"Since a university vehicle was involved the university's insurance policy
will cover the claim. We advised Miss
Towne to contact her insurance agent
also," Ash said. think it was a pretty stupid thing
to happen," Towne said.
"I'm sorry this had to happen, but it
was an accident and I'm very apologetic.
These things just happen," said Ash
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•'After a nuclear weapon's blast the
smoke from would rise up into the atmosphere and block out the sun,"
Woodwell.
He compared the destruction of the
'2 megaton bomb that was dropped_on
Hiroshima with a 10,000 megaton exhange between the superpowers.
"A 10.000 megaton exchange would
I.. ill about a billion people with a billion
more injured," said Woodwell. '
Woodwell questioned whether anyone
would survive due to the climatic
changes that would occur.
"If the war took place in the northern
hemisphere the temperature would drop
to 10 degrees (Fahrenheit) or lower, and
billions would starve due to the loss of
food production," said Woodwell.
In a panel discussion titled "Living in
a Nuclear World: Guiding the Next
Generation." two physicians, an
American doctor and an American
educator talked about what they can do
to educate children.
Susan Alexander, director of
Educators for Social Responsibility, said
there is a need to educate children in the
schools about the isslies involving
nuclear war.
"Our unique task is to bring into the
classroom questions on nuclear war but
without giving the answers," said
Alexander.
There are many points of view on the
arms race so students should be given a
"nuclear age education" but not be
organized into a "children's crusade for
disarmament," said Alexander.
She said that her understanding of
Soviet education in this area was that it
dealt primarily with an anti-war approach.
Yuri Lopukhin, experimental surgeon
and member of Soviet Academy of
Medical Science, said it is necessary to
understand the history of his country.
Lopukhin said: "Please keep in mind
we are very sensitive to questions on war
because we lost 20 million people in
World War II.
"Many people in the Soviet Union lost
someone in that war so we don't want
:t to happen again."
He noted that the Soviet Union has a

937
Best
Sellers
The U.S. Government
Printing Office has put
together a new catalog of the
Government's bestselling
books. Books like The Space
Shuttle at Work, Cutting
Energy Costs, Infant Care,
National Park Guide and
Map, Federal Benefitsfor
Veterans and Dependents,
The Back-Yard Mechanic.
Merchandising Your Job
Talents, and Starting a
Business. Find out what
Government hooks are all
about. Send for your free
catalog.

New Catalog
'superintendent of Documents
Washington, D.C. 20402

(continued from page D

law that prohibits the production offilms, literature and art that glamorizes
war.
At a brief press conference before
lunch some of the physicians responded
to questions from the media.
Alexander Baranov, deputy director of
Hospital No. 6 in Moscow, said through
an interperter what impressions the
Chernobyl accident left upon him.
"I am of course more enthusiastic
about other possible energy sources that
can be developed," said Baranov.
Yet he said he believed it would impossible to immediately shut down all
the nuclear power plants in the United
States and Soviet Union, because of the
need for the energy they produce.
Lopukhin said that currently
preliminary research is being done for
solar energy in the Soviet Union.
Later in the symposium the discussion
turned to the present political situation
between the superpowers.
A panel of four, including iretired admiral of the US Navy and a member of
the State Department, talked about the
future for disarmament.
Pamela Solo, fellow at the Bunting Institute, said there are many things the
peace movement can do to end the arms
race.
"We(activists) are the leaders and they
(policymakers) are the followers. W'e can
make them break out of their tired ways
of thinking," said Solo.
Lopukhin took the same tact: "We
have no time, we must push the decisions
that will end the arms race."
Michael Stafford of the State Department represented the government's
position.
"We all agree'Muclear weapons are
something we want to eliminate so what
we are discussing are the means not the
ends," said Stafford. assistant to Paul
Nitze, head of the US, Arms Control
Agency. He stated that the administration's official policy is to negotiate deep
cuts in each nuclear arsenal.
"We need to rely on nuclear weapons
for our security," said Stafford to the
geers of many in attendance.
Solo questioned the Reagan Administration's commitment to arms con-

Soviet represeutives at symposium.
trot by citing its decision not to participate in the nuclear test moratorium
initiated by the Soviets.
"If I'm going to sit up here and say
I believe the administration is committed to arms controls it would be like
Richard Nixon saying 'I am not a
crook:" said Stafford.
Although he said he does have faith
in the administration's policies.
Admiral Noel Gayler, US Navy Ret.,
said he believes we should be participating in the test moratorium, and
laid criticism on the Strategic Defense
Intiative.
_
"Technology is not infallible and the
Soviets have good scientists — they
would come up with counter-measures
to a Star Wars system," said Gayler.

4Larrivet photo)
A question from the audience cited
profits as the administration's main goal
by drawing parallels between Reagan'spolicy toward South Africa and arms
control.
"At our meeting(Arms Control Agency) never do we discuss whether or not
General Dynamics may go bankrupt, we
are interested in arms control," said
Stafford.
Although he said that other people in
the administration may have different
feelings.
Senator George Mitchell who was
scheduled to give the "View from
Washington" cancelled from the engagement but a copy of the speech was made
available.

Author Schell denounces arms race
by Marc Larrivee
Staff Writer
Author Jonathan Schell said in
his keynote address to the "Bombs
Away? — Prescription for a
Healthier World" symposium we
are failing to deal with the greatest
issue of our time.
"Recently the president and his
wife have have brought the issue of
drug abuse to the national
spotlight but why not nuclear
war," said Schell.
He said he found it strange that
nuclear war has never been the major focus of'any presidential campaign in history.
"We work to give our children a
better world to grow up-in but we
can't assure them that it will continue to exist," said Schell.
He said that activists must immerse themselves in details to find
an answer that will end the arms
race.

Dr. Jonathan Schell

(Arey photo)

"The arms race doesn't look
horrible to us because it Is business
as usual," said Schell.
The writer said that we must
embarass ourselves in order to end
the prospect of nuclear war
because the impulse is not coming
from ouside.
"They say that we need nuclear
weapons to remain secure but as
we race to nuclear advantage it is
never thought that it (nuclear war)
could happen," he said.
Schell said that he is a journalist
of sorts and the question of the
nuclear arms race is "what's the
story?"
"All stories come to an end, but
this one could end with the end of
the world so how do we report this
before it happens?"asked Schell.
Schell is a writer for the New
Yorker magazine and wrote a book
titled "The Fate of the Earth "
about the "nuclear predicament."
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Former Rhodes scholar reflects on program
was active in the environmental movement at that time, and was encouraged
by his professors to apply for a Rhodes
Scholarship.
HunteRaid he was drawn to Oxford
by the quality of the wildlife program
there, and a Rhodes Scholarship was a
way of paying for his studies.
"The year I applied Niko
Tinbergen(of Oxford) won the Nobel
Prize" for work with animal
behavior," Hunter said.
The stipend of a Rhodes Scholarship
consists of a direct payment to the
scholar's chosen college of study all tuition and laboratory fees, plus an additional sum for living expenses. Rhodes
Scholars study at Oxford for a minimum
of two years. Hunter said his scholarship
was extended to four years.

by Donna Trask
Staff Writer
In 1902 a British colonial pioneer and
statesman named Cecil J. Rhodes died,
and in his will he left a dream.
He dreamed of gathering the world's
greatest scholars and bringing them to
Oxford University where they could gain
the knowledge necessary to becoming
great leaders.
In 1903 his dream was realized with
the first installment of Rhodes Scholars
at Oxford University. In the last 83 years
there have been three Rhodes Scholars
from the University of Maine, and one
of them is currently an associate professor of wildlife resources at UMaine
Malcolm Hunter was a wildlife major
at UMaine from 1970 to 1974. Hunter

The United States, with an annual
authorization of 32 Rhodes Scholars,
provides the largest number of applicants out of all the national delegations.
In a given year there are 75 Rhodes
Scholars attending Oxford. Ivy League
school competition is fierce among
classmates applying for the scholarship,
but the majority of the 32 delegates do
not come from these schools, Hunter
said.
During his tenure as a Rhodes
Scholar, Hunter did a research project
on the geographical variation of bird
songs. "I traveled through Europe. Asia
and Africa studying the different dialects
of bird songs," he said.
When he left for England in 1974, he
intended to stay for 15 to 20 years, but

after four years his native state of Maine
was calling him back.
"I love Maine so much I couldn't wait
to get back," Hunter said.
Since his return to UMaine in 1978
Hunter has remained active in international environmentalism. "I have a
graduate student in Nepal working on
Red Pandas," he said.
He is also working with a 20-year
grant to study forest ecosystems using a
350 acre oak and pine forest in Arrowsic,
Maine.
Hunter is the contact person for
UMaine Students interested in applying
to be a Rhodes Scholar.
"There is a certain amount of prestige
to an institution that has a Rhodes
Scholar," he said.

Free blood pressure checks offered at Cutler
related problems, they are asked to visit
the health center, said Sassong.

by Melissa Buxton'
Staff Writer

Students with high blood pressure are
identified through screening programs,
clinics, or self identification said
Shroeder.
•

The worst part about high blood
pressure is that many students do not
know they have it.
"There are no symptoms and until it
hits them or somebody close, they do not
bother to check it out. Many other
things come first in their career at the
university," said Ann Shroeder,
registered nurse at Cutler Health Center.

She said a limited number of students
respond to the questionnaires. Many are
busy or have already seen a family
member with high blood pressure.
The goal of the program, said
Shroeder, is to incorporate a positive image about health into students' lifestyle

The health center has offered free
counseling, blood pressure checks and
other services to students for years, but
tnany students are not aware of the program, said Ann Sassong, assistant director of nursing services and education.

"Hopefully we are making changes to
make healthy lifestyles so they can use
it usefully later in life," Shroeder said.
"We don't want good health to just be
a fad," she said.

Health questionnaires are mailed to all
students. If they have a family history of
high blood pressure or other health-

"Students don't need an illness to
come see us," Sassong added.

CINEMA CENTERS CORP

WHERE THE MOVIES ARE

High blood pressure, or hypertension
is referred to as the "silent disease"
because there are no symptoms.
"Ninety percent don't know they have
it," Sassong said.
Blood pressure is the amount of force
required to circulate blood through the
body.
If high blood pressure is left untreated, it can lead to stroke, heart attack, or kidney damage, said Sassong.
Weight, stress, diet, smoking and
other factors affect blood pressure. The
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Turnpike workers frustrated over wage proposals
AUGUSTA, Maine (AP) — Maine
Turnpike traffic was flowing normally
Sunday after earlier snarls attributed to
a slowdown by toll-collectors, but a
union leader said the employees were still
angry and frustrated over proposals for
wage cuts.
"I would be surprised lithe frustration didn't evidence itself in other
ways," said Philip Merrill, executive
director of the Maine State Employees
Association. "Somebody better sober up
down there" at the Maine Turnpike
Authority.
Merrill did not acknowledge that
workers staged a slowdown, which
Stevens said is illegal under state law and
forbidden under the old contract the two
sides have been observing.

State police and authority SecretaryTreasurer David H. Stevens said there
were no reports of backups at toll booths
on Sunday. But Stevens said jams due to
a slowdown by the toll collectors, whose
contract with the authority ended at
midnight Saturday, were reported in
several locations Friday.
But Merrill said the toll takers "are
darn angry" over pay cuts they were
offered.
The authority originally offered a
three-year proposal calling for paycuts of
10 percent in the first year, 5 percent in
the second year, and a frezze in the third
year, in response to MSEA requests for
23-percent raises the first year, said
Stevens.

letter ,

; Sept. 22

d by
EA).

The union leader added that the
workers' 23-percent proposal was
trimmed to 8.5 percent.
State workers in other MSEA units
earlier this month reached a tentative
agreement calling for 4 percent raises
over one year, and state institutional
workers represented by the American
Federation of State, County and
Municipal Employees reached a similar
tentative agreement.

The dispute between the authority and
the toll collectors is expected to go before
a fact-finding panel at the end of October, said Merrill.
"They don't stand out here in the snow
and sleet and rain," said Dino
Palleschi. "They go back down to their
cozy little offices, and we're out here
freezing our cans off.
"We're out here ducking the drunks,
and they're not ducking anything more
than more work."
Merrill said the proposed pay cuts
come even as authority revenue has
increased.

US has no effective policy to deal with guerrilla warfare
WASHINGTON (AP) — Despite
reams of rhetoric and multi-million
dollar budgets, the United States has no
effective strategy to cope with the increasing threat of terrorism and guerrilla
warfare, according to a Pentagon study.
The report says the U.S. effort to protect its interests around the world is
haMpered by bureaucratic infighting and
the inability of U.S. leaders and agencies
"to comprehend the nature of this type
of conflict."
The report was prepared over the past
year by a joint team from the Army and
Air Force. There are no plans to publicly release the document, although a copy
was made available to the Associated
Press. While the authors were military,
the report also looked at civilian agencies such as the State Department and
the Central Intelligence Agency.

The report said
is intended as "a
start point" for the U.S. government to
understand the problem and wasn't
designed "to recommend those few relevant 'fixes' that would settle this bothersome problem once and for all. As such,
the project is not a blueprint but a
dialogue."
More and more, the study noted, U.S.
interests around the world are being
threatened by "low-intensity conflicts," a term used to include terrorism and guerrilla warfare of the type
beirg waged in Central America, the
Mideast and the Philippines.
"As a nation, we do not understand
low-intensity conflict," the study concluded. "We respond without unity of
effort, we execute our activities poorly,
and we lack the ability to sustain operations."

Montana battles floodwaters
Cr

The authority's current offer calls for
5 percent and two percent cuts the first
and second years and none the third,
said Merrill.

SACO, Mont. (AP) — Residents of
this small fanning and ranching town
stood guard behind sandbags and dikes
as a majdr creek rose steadily Sunday,
and more than 300 people had been
evacuated from flooded towns of the
Milk River.
Downpours of 5 to 8 inches of rain in
northern Montana gorged the Milk and
its tributaries late last week, killing one
woman at Harlem, drowning hundreds
of head of livestock and cutting roads
and railroads, officials said.
At Saco, Beaver Creek was rising Sunday and Mayor Gregg Menge said standing water 3 to 4 feet deep and several
miles wide flooded the area west of the
town known as the Saco Flats.
"We do have several plans made for
evacuating the town. We do have sandbags ready to start filling up holes and
we do have lots and lots of spare dirt
around town" to shore up dikes, Said
Cheryl LUCAS, Saco's town clerk.
To the west of Chinook, where about
125 people were evacuated Saturday. National Guard troops were sent home
Sunday after they patrolled the dikes
overnight, and officials said the flooding
had stabilized.

Rising water coontinued to threaten
Harlem, where about 100 people had
been evacuated, officials said.
At Malta, where about 125 people had
been evacuated, sandbags and dikes were
holding and officials said the water appeared to be receeding slightly. But they
expressed concern about additional rainPall in Canada that could affect the Milk
drainage.
Menge said watc was being kept on
earthen dikes on the eastern, northern
and western sides of Saco and 2,000
sandbags were filled and ready for use.
Straw was hauled in to shore up kw,
spots, and a railway roadbed would help
protect the town to the south, he said
Menge said the rising water threatened a bridge at Saco that carries U.S. 2.
the major east-west highway through the
area, and that the bridge would create
a bottleneck on the creek.
Forecasters said the Milk would be
five feet above flood stage at Glasgowby late Monday.

America's vast and powerful military
machine was built to fight a nuclear war
or a large-scale conventional war, particularly in western Europe, but was not
structured to cope with the current situation, which the report notes is "neither
war, nor peace."
A central feature of the Reagan administration's foreign policy has been to
srike back at terrorists who hit U.S.
citizens, such as the bombing raid on
Libya earlier this year. The administration is also supporting guerrilla groups
around the world who are fighting
Soviet-backed forces, particularly in
Central America and Afghanistan.
But there is no overall policy, the
report says, warning that "a comprehinsive civil-military strategy must be
developed to defend our interests
threatened by the series of low-intensity
conflicts around the globe."
"It must be crafted in comprehensive
terms, not focused on a single conflict
or on a single department. It must integrate all the national resources at our
disposal, military and non-military,
lethal and non-lethal," it said.
Many recent U.S. efforts have been
hampered by failures, the study noted.

Examples cited were the October 1983
deaths of 241 U.S. servicemen from a
suidide terrorist attack in Lebanon, interservice rivalries that marred the 1983 invasion of Grenada, and the disastrous
1980 mission to rescue American
hostages held in Iran.
"Our lack of understanding is
manifested in a lack of unity of effort;
lack of doctrine, training, organizations,
and material to execute operations, and
lack of a sustaining support system.
Short of war, we haVe no strateg or comprehensive plan to address the challenges
of political violence."
Since taking office six years ago, the
Reagan administration has quadrupled,
from about $.440 million to $1.6 billion,
spending for special operations forces,
including the Army's Green Berets and
Navy's SEALs.-The units have been expanded and new equipment has been
purchased.
"The pecular nature of low-intensity
conflict, the diveristy and murkiness of
the individual and collective threats, the
uncertainty as to our own role and purpose, and conflicting views and varied
confusion and inaction at best, mistake
and bluder at worst," the study
concluded.

AEROBIC
Pay just $12-$15 for a whole sem.
Have you gained that extra 10 pounds yet?
Help to alleviate stress.
Exercise with us!
CLASS TIMES
7 to 8 a.m.(Mon. thru Fri.) - Lengyel
3 to 4 p.m.(Mon. thru Fri.) - Cumberland
7 to 8 p.m. (Sun thru Thur.) • Hilltop Complex
Register at the Oxford Hall front desk
between 9:00 and 5:00 weekdays
You do not have to be a club member
to join. Join the health boom!!

faculty & staff are welcome
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Congress facing budget crises in final days

a

WASHINGTON (AP) — Congress
faces another budget crisis this week as
the legislators try to clear their crowded
desks so they can adjourn for the year
and return home to campaign for
re-election.
One major hurdle was cleared over the
weekend when the Senate followed the
lead of the House and approved a farreaching tax overhaul bill.
The congressional agenda is still
crowded with a number of major issues.
including whether to override President
Reagan's veto of a 6ill imposing
economic sanctions on South Africa, to
raise the federal debt ceiling, to approve
an anti-drug package, and whether the
Senate should remove a federal judge
from office,
But at the top of the list is the largest
spending bill Congress has ever considered, a budget measure made
necessary because none of the 13 regular
bills appropriating money for federal
agencies has been passed.

The House voted 201-200 passage
Thursday of a $562 billion spending
package and the Senate is scheduled
Monday to begin considering its own
5556 billion version of the same bill. Approval by the Republican-controlled
Senate will send the package to a HouseSenate conference committee to reconcile the hundreds of differences.
The current fiscal year ends Tuesday
and legally, the government cannot
spend any more after that unless Congress approves, and Reagan signs, the
budget bill by then.
Reagan renewed his threat Saturday to
veto the budget package unless Congress
removes what he termed "simply unacceptable" restrictions on the Pentagon
that were added by the Democratcontrolled House.
"This is no way to run a _government." Reagan said in his weekly
radio address, noting that the budget
crisis has become a regular feature of

Crack down on terrorist in
Western European nations
LONDON (AP) — The 12 Common
Market nations today ordered new joint
measures designed to "harry and
disrupt" terrorist groups, including a
plan to improve communications among
the countries' police forces.
The Western European nations also
vowed they would'make no concessions
to terrorists.
Interior and justice ministers of the
Common Market met in an emergency
session requested by France, where a
10-day wave of terrorist bombings killed nine people and injured more than
160 earlier this month.
Middle Eastern terrorists seeking the
release of jailed compatriots in France
are believed responsible for ..the
bombings.
British Home Secretary Douglas Hurd
said at a news conference after the four-

hour meeting that terrorist groups had
become better organized and funded,
and had gained access to advanced
equipment and training.
He said the ministers decided on two
measures:
To set up new arrangements for
regular assessments of the terrorist threat
and -"target the major leaders and
organizers."
—To develop "speedy and secure"
communications between European
police forces.
"These new measures will help us to
target terrorist movements, supplies of
trionev and arms and equipment, so we
can harry and disrupt them," Hurd
said.
Hurd said the European Community
in coming months would study measures
to tighten visa procedures and improve
airport security.

congressional sessions shortly before
adjournment.
The spending plan before the Senate
would pros ide less spending for
domestic programs and more for the
military than the House version. But the
chief targets of Reagan's ire are five
restrictions on major national security
programs — SALT ll nuclear arms treaty, chemical weapons, nuclear tests, antisatellite weapons, and "Star Wars" antimissile defense.

Africa's white minority government.
The House approved the bill by a
300-77 vote and the Senate passed it
84-14; both margins are far beyond the
two-thirds vote needed in each chamber
to override Reagan's veto and enact the
measure into law.
The veto vote in the Senate is expected
Wednesday, the same day the full
chamber will begin considering whether
to remove U.S. District Judge Harry E.
Claiborne from office.

The House has impeached Claiborne,
Another financial bill needing approval by each chanber would raise the- who is convicted of tax evasion, and a
I2-member panel of senators has heard
federal government's debt ceiling from
the current $2.11 trillion to $2.32 trillion. seven days of testimony about the case.
The government is nearing the current
Claimborne is serving a two-year
ceiling and is expected to hit the limit sentence of. cheating on his 1979 and
before Congress returns next year.
1980 taxes.
While Reagan is lobbying for a budget
Also undecided is the question of
whether Congress will enact a package
bill he likes, he is also trying to pick up
enough votes to win a fight over his veto
of anti-drug legislation. The House ap-of a bill providing a wide range of
proved its version of a work on its
economic sanctions a ainst South
package until this week.

NEWS BRIEFS
Fire kills four and injures four
PITTSFIELD, N.H. (AP) —
Three members of a Pittsfield
family are dead and four others are
hospitalized after a weekend fire in
their home.
Merrimack County! officials
said Douglas Moeglin, 40; his
daughter 14; son, Douglas, 8, were
killed in the fire shortly after 1:30
.
a.m. Saturday.'-'
A spokeswoman at Concord

Hospital said Saturday night that
Mrs. Moeglin and three daughters
ranged from seriousto-critical
condition.
On Sunday, a nursing supervisor
could give no further information,
saying the county attorney' had
directed that no further information, including first names, be
released concerning The surviving
family members.
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The Hartford Ballet in action over the weekend at the Maine Center for the Arts.
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Counseling Center
keeps cases controlled
by Matt Mullin
Staff Writer
After a 17-year existence, the Counseling Center continues to offer a variety
of services for everyone.
"Basically, we have two kinds of services. First, direct treatment, which are
programs to treat people whenever they
base conceins about themselves, relationship problems, anxieties or depression.. And secondly, more serious programs to deal specifically with the individual," said Dr. Charles Grant,
director.
center
counseling
Besides formal counseling, the center
provides Othreach programs for
students.
"The Outreach programs are where we
go into the dorms or unions and meet
with students in groups." Grant said.
The programs include lectures on
suicide, relaxation, workshops on study
skills and stress management.
Last year. programs served 3,988 people. Of these. 2667 were in groups and
679 were seen individually.
One counseling service the center provides is "psychological orientation."
This program is geared towards dorm
staff, to instruct resident assistants and
resident directors on how to spot

students' emotional concerns:'
The center operates crisis services
also," Grant said. "They are basically
available for anyone who. has a
psychological emergency."
Working closely with the UMaine
Counseling Center is Cutler Health
Center which handles cases at night and
on weekends when the counseling center
is not open.
The health center mails questionnaires
to all freshmen informing them of services available at both the health center
and counseling center.
"We provide a health screening that
allows freshmen the opportunity to
discuss any concerns they might have
with us. before they (concerns) become
a problem," said Ann Sossong, assistant director for nursing and education.
"If a student has a concern at a time
that the counseling center is not open,
they may come here and discuss their
concerns with a nurse. If the nurse determines that there is a need, the person is
referred to a physician and from there to
a counselor. We have a team of doctors
and counselors ready 24 hours-a-day,"
Sossong said.
The counseling center it located in 101
Fernald Hall, and has office hours from
8 a.m. to 5 p.m. weekdays.
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UMaine soccer loses to strong Boston U team

vol. 99 n

By Mike Collins
Staff Writer

The University of Maine soccer team
lost a hard fought battle to seventh
ranked Boston University last Saturday
to the tune of 2-1.
A second half goal scored by Terrier
Francis Okaroh at the 73:30 mark
boosted his team to the win past Maine.
"I was very pleased with the performance of the team," Coach Jim Dyer
said. "The first 25 minutes of the second
half the team really came together, and
worked hard."
Boston University drew first blood at
6:26 of the first period on a John Glynn
tally following a scramble inside to
knock the ball into the webbing.
Maine's lone goal came from an assist
by midfielder Leon Pierce on a free kick
which was headed in by sophomore Ben
Spike for his second goal of the season

The tying goal came at 47:54 of the second half.
Throughout the entire second half the
pace picked up and provided scoring
bids for both teams.
University of Maine netminder Jeff
Spring looked at eight shots on net, five
cornerkicks, and also added three more
saves to his 23 on the year.
On the other end of the field Boston
University goalie John Moe had two
saves and handled three shots on goal
and two corner kicks.
"1 can't say enough for Maine they
played us great and are well coached."
Boston University coach Neil Roberts
said,"We played well but not consistent.
We're just coming off a tough road trip
and we're beat up. The team hung in and
played tough, but really didn't play
together as a team."
The win put Boston University at
7-0-1 with their only blemish on their
record from a tie with Vermont.

tioalk Jeff Spring shows injune,receised in the sers physical BU game.
(Larrisee photo,

1116181tillet
11 11 ut
A Non-Check League Designed For Those
Who Wish To Play Low-Intensity
ICE HOCKEY
October- March
25 Years And Older (goalies only exception)
Call 581-1103 For Information

Maine Assistant Coach Barry Roberts
said,"We were trying to push the offense
to get the win and our hustling just came
up short. The guys have nothing to be
disappointed about. B.U. is a very strong
team."
The loss dropped Maines record to the
2-2-1 mark.
Senior back Steve Berardi said, "We
really didn't play consistently, if we did

Ti
ar

I feel we could've won."
Midfielder Scott Atherly added,"We
played well. We came out with a lot of
intensity. B.U. is a really tough team, and
are well coached. They didn't have any
weak players on the field."
The Soccer team hosts.Cleveland State
today at 3:00 p.m.. The Vikings are currently 4-1 and are first ranked. This is the
first meeting between the two clubs.
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Tennis team showing strong
with two impressive victories
by R. Kevin Dietrich
Staff Writer
The University of Maine tennis team
gave itself a big shot of confidence over
the weekend as they thoroughly
dominated both Brandeis University and
Merrimack College by respective scores
of 9-1 and 9-0.
The Black Bears, now 2-3, received a
baptism by fire of sorts Friday against
Brandeis, who entered the match as the
No. 2 ranked squad in New England.
And if Maine was a little intimidated it
didn't show as the Black Bears
manhandled Brandeis.
"We went in 0-3 and we were playing
the No. 2 team in New England, so we
had a good chance of coming out
0-4," Black Bear Darren Galgano.
"But we played well."
Maine's Jeff Courtney got the Black
Bears off to solid start with a6-l. 6-4 victory over Pete Goldman.
Jim Cotton followed with a 7-6, 7-4
(tiebreaker), 7-6, 7-2 (tiebreaker) win
over Brandeis' Dave Blatteis.
Maine's only setback of the weekend
came in the third set when Todd Cloutier
defaulted after the third match to give
Perry Fishkind the only Brandeis victory
of the afternoon.
Tim Ryan got the Black Bears back
on track in the next set, though, as he
handled Eric Winestock 6-3, 6-3.
Mark Walsh continued the Maine
assault with a 7-6, 8-6 (tiebreaker), 6-1
triumph over Maurice Braka, and Sean
McCarthy got by Brandeis' Eric Frank
6-3, 6-3.
Galgano finished the singles action on
the day with a 6-3, 6-0, drubbing of Dave
Desser.
In doubles action, the Black Bears
were even better, taking all three
matches.
Courtney and Ryan opened up with
a hard-fought 7-6, 7-3 (tiebreaker), 6-3
win over Blatteis and Winestock.
Walsh and Galgano made quick work
of Goldman and Braka, capturing a 6-1,
6-3 sictory, and Cotton and McCarthy
wrapped the day up with a come-frombehind 2-6, 6-3, 6-3 triumph over
Fishkind and Desser.
On Saturday, Maine took their new-,
found confidence and headed down the
road to take on Merrimack.
Courtney again got the Black Bears
off to a roaring start as he had little trouble with Merrimack's Chris Levin,
defeating him 6-2, 6-3.
"Top seed Jeff Courtney played two
outstanding
singles
matches,"
Galgano said.

And apparently Courtney's example
paid off as Maine swept every match on
the day.
Cotton beat Dave Tate 6-0, 6-2,
Cloutier got by Steve Hoseley 6-3, 6-4
and Ryan beat Tim Murphey 7-5, 6-7,
7-5 (tiebreaker), 6-1.
The Black Bears wrapped up the
singles action with Walsh defeating John
Roux 7-5, 6-2, and McCarthy lambasting
Mike Dimaure-6-2, 6-2.
In doubles play, Courtney and Walsh
had some trouble, but got by Levin and
Tate 6-0, 3-6, 7-5.
The Ryan-Cloutier duo took care of
Hoseley and Murphey 6-4, 6-0, and
McCarthy-Galgano finished the day activity with a 6-4, 6-2 triumph over
.Roux
and Dimauro.
Friday's v ictory over No. 2 Brandeis
should be of great service to Maine out
as they prepare to take on the No. 1 team
in New England, Ivlassaebusetts Institute
of Technology, this Friday at MIT.
"We're going in pretty confident,"
Galgano said, adding that the Black
Bears will again have their work cut nut
for them. On Saturday, Maine goes up
against yet another Massachusetts opponent as the Black Bears travel to
Waltham to take on Bentley College.

1

Weekend
round-up
YANKEE'CONFERENCE
Delaware 20, Richmond 19
Connecticut 17, Yale 12
Massachusetts 31, Northeastern`28
New Hampshire 66, Dartmouth 12
NFL,
Cleveland 24, Detroit 21
Minnesota 42, Green Bay 7
Philadelphia 34, LA Rams 20
San Francisco 31, Miami 16
Chicago 44, Cincinatti 7
Kansas City 20, Buffalo 17
NY Giants 20, New Orleans 17
Pittsburgh 22, Houston 16
Washington 19, Seattle 14 •
LA Raiders 17, San Diego 13
Denver 27, New England 20
Atlanta 23, Tampa Bay 2001
New York Jets 26, Indianapolis 7
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Chris Boothby, General Stu
Senate president, said he is ops.p.
timistic that this semester's senate.;
session will be a success.
The GSS is preparing for its first •
regular meeting Wednesday night,
after conducting the elections for
senate seats last Thursday.
Results of the fraternity and
campus elections are as followx'
Off-campus senators: Rodney.
Michaud, Samanta Birranta, Chris
Hennessey, Juliana Reddish, Kurt
Forsgren, Steve Moore, Chilli-Dingley, Gary Higgins, Theresa.
Joyce, George MacKinnon,
Donald Lands, Donald McMullin,
Rick Larnarre, Sally Pauls, Jessica
Loos, Greg Patterson, Matthew
Kenney, and John O'Dey.
Graduate student senators: Sandra Noble and Jamie Eves.
Colvin/Chadbourne/Estabrooke halls senator: Aslam
Hamid.
Fraternity senators: Patrick
Sweeney and Michael D'Angelo.
Two resolutions are slated to be
reviewed at the Wednesday
meeting. David Mitchell, student
government president, said the
senate will be discussing a resolution to streamline the senate COMmince -siructure, and a resolution
that would change the name of the
UMO GSS to the UMaine GSS.
This will be done in order to maintain the senate's non-profit status.
Boothby said the first resolution
proposes to consolidate existing
committees, thus making the
overall committee structure more
efficient. This would allow more
committee input into the senate In
addition it would increase the
amount of people on individual
committees thereby increasing student input, Boothby said.
"In the past we have had many
fragmented committees," he
said. "This. promoted inactive
committees.
, Mitchell said the senate is composed of 35-55 members. It meets
weekly.
Student government as a whole
represents three areas; boards, the
senate, and the executive branch of
student government, he said.
There are two types of boards;
service and representative Student
Legal Services is an example of a
service board and Student Entertainment and Activities is an example of a representative board.
The senate decides student
policy and discusses "issues of the
day," said Mitchell. The executive branch of student government works to increase lines of
communication between the student government office and
university administrators.
a focal point for students
ro to to the administtation."
Nlitchell said. "It is a two-way
communication process."

The University of Maine student newspaper since 1875
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BOT majority favors office move
by Susan J. Plourde
Staff Writer,
The decision to relocate the office of
University of Maine System Chancellor
remains in limbo.
The Board of Trustees voted Monday
to delay final decision until the issue can
be studied in more detail.
BUT member Francis Brown said that
at a "spirited" meeting held Sunday, the
four member ad hoc committee voted
3-1 in favor of the move from Bangor to
Augusta.
Brown, the dissenting voter, compared
himself to a "rookie goalie with the
Gretzky line bearing down on him."
"If the board were to take action today," Brown said, "there would be
limited opportunity for public input."
He added that a decision without public
input would be counterproductive to the
university's public image
Economic Development Director of
Bangor, Edward McKeon, said the move
is a "major step to support southern
Maine at the expense of northern
Maine."
McKeon said the move might have an
adverse effect on the upcoming bond
referendum. Some supporters of the
bond issue in the Bangor area are "hopping mad" about the proposed move, he
said.
The need for a high profile in Augusta
for the chancellor is one of the reasons
being touted by those in favor of the
move.

Rep. Stephen M. Bost, (D-Orono)
said, "Physical priaximity does not
generate effective lobbying. If the money
is not there for things like faculty
development, it shouldn't be there for an
office move."
Rep. John C. Bolt, (R-Orono), said

a
r
beet Woodbury (right) and BOT Chairman Joseph Amason at
Monday's meeting.
(Plourde photo)
the BOT should not be making unwise
Lick said the study showed UMaine
administrative expenditures in light of
to be "undernourished from a budget
the upcoming bond issue
point of view." However, he said that
He said moving the chancellor's office
"even with the undernourishment, there
to Augusta would add to a heightened
are a lot of positive things going on."
concern in his district about the
He said UMaine is the second of nine
polarization of the state.
universities in the area of nationally ac"The BOT is not representative of the
credited programs, due to the positive atstate in regards to north and south,"
titude of faculty and staff.
he said, "It has been a stacked deck for
Negative aspects of the study showed
years," he said.
that UMaine has been funded $1,700 less
A recent study comparing UMaine
per student than the average of the nine
with nine other land grant institutions
colleges. Faculty salaries are as much as
in the country was summarized for the
$10-15,000 below those of other
board by UMaine President Dale W.
institutions.
Lick.
"It is so impressive to consider the job
(see ROT page 2)

Tierney addresses UMaine crowd
by Jeanette Brawn
Staff Writer
Gubernatorial hopeful James E.
Tierney said Monday he would like to
see the power of the chancellor reduced
and given to the various university.
presidents.
Tierney, Maine's Attorney General
presented his political plans of action
yesterday in the Sutton Lounge.
"The only voice we really hear now in
the legislature is the chancellor's.,I would
like to hear from the presidents and to
give them a lot more flexibility in how
they decide issues," he said.
Tierney said the $15 million ihe
university obtained through emergency
legislation last spring was to be used to
increase present programs and not to
start new ones.
The universities would not have
started new programs if the presidents'
voices were heard, he said.,
Another area addressed by Tierney'
was new federal tax revision projections.
If Maine follows these, it would lose SII
million in revenues by eliminating lower
income families Trom taxation, he. said.
"We should lower the tax rate but I'm
not saying there wilt not be any tax increase. I would just lay the cards on the

table for Maine people and let them
choose," said Tierney.
Tierney said a new jail was needed for
the most dangerous inrrrates.
"This new building would leave more
room in Thomaston which could be us
ed for training and educational pro
grams for the remaining prisoners," hc
said.
Tierney said he would support any
program which moved prisoners out of
jail.
"Right now I feel there is no connection between the rehabilitation programs
for the prisoners and the penalty
system, — he said.
Tierney said Maine should increase
money for planning and development of
its coastline.
"I'm afraid this coast of ours will be
made unavailable to Maine people or
ruined by overdevelopment," he said.
Another point made by Tierney concerned nuclear power. He said it "was
not worth the risk."
"We can shut down Maine Yankee if
we act quickly," he said.
He also proposed that Maine open
Canadian lines to obtain energy.
"They have extra energy they can not
get rid of and we have transmission lines,.

so why not take Canadian hydropower," he said.
Tierney said he will vote against any
gay rights bills.
"I do not think it's the governments
business, that's also why I am pro-choice
about abortion," he said.
"I don't think government ,hould be
in the personal lives of people that
said Tietiney,..
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(continued from page I)

that's been done considering the underfunding," said Lick.
The low salary issue and related problems have been addressed in the biennial budget request for fiscal years 1988
and 1989.
"We must have the capacity to recruit,
retain and reward quality people if we are
to build a first-rate university," said
Chancellor Robert L. Woodbury in a
prepared statement.
"We are operating in a national arena.
We should be competitive," he added.
An increase of $24 million in 1988 and
$23 million in 1989 is the continuation
of a commitment begun by the
legislature last year to upgrade the

University System, said Woodbury.
Approximately 18 percent,of the proposed budget is to be allocated for new
services and programs. Included are the
first steps in implementing a four year
bachelor's degree level program in the
Lewiston/Auburn area.
Woodbury considers this new program
"a team effort." He said,the students
in the Lewiston/Auburn area deserve a
crack at higher education.
A five percent tuition increase for each
of the two budget years is a reflection
of Woodbury's contention that the
university system "move into line with
a responsible and reasonable level of tuition."

Tuition for Maine's university system
is the lowest of all nine institutions
studied.
"On one level I'd like to have tuition
levels as low as possible," said Woodbury. "But it is not unreasonable from
time to time to ask students to join
in."
A campaign to promote the upcoming bond referendum for the university
system has been started by the BOT.
A committee of board members, concerned citizens, and members of the
financial community has been appointed
to inform the voters of the System's needs
and plans for the bond money.

Woodbury said the bond issues are
part of the university system's future as
schools aggressively seek funding in the
face of decreased federal government
involvement.
"As you might expect," he told
board members,"I'm anxious for all of
you to make a major contribution to this
issue."
Harlan A. Philippi has been appointed interim president for USM
through June 30, 1987.
Other BOT appointments include
Kent A. Price 'as assistant to the
chancellor and Tracy B. Bigney as assistant vice chancellor for human
resources.

College Fair attracts area high school students
by Mark Kellis
Staff Writer

materials," said Steve Ritzi, admissions couselor for UMaine.
More than 3,500 high school students
were expected to visit UMaine to participate in the fair, said Bill Munsey,
director of admissions for UMaine.
Munsey said that the college fair is only one way UMaine recruits new
students.
UMaine representatives participate in
six other national fairs and visit more
than 500 high schools during the fall,
sponsoring "college nights" at more than
100 of these high schools, said Munsey.
Ritzi said the UMaine admissions

Maine high school seniors are shopping at the 11th annual College Fair at the
University of Maine field house Monday
night and today.
On sale: the best public relations that
165 colleges from around the country
have to offer.
"It's the first exposure to colleges for
many high school students.
It's a lot like a supermarket —
students look for colleges that interest
them and pick up basic admission
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staff travels as far west as Minnesota and
as far south as Virginia to recruit
students.
The college fair idea originated in
1975, and UMaine has acted as a host
ever since, said Munsey.
The college fair is sponsored by.the
New England Association of College
Admission Counselors, Munsey added.
UMaine is one of 12 New England
sites where fairs are sponsored during a
two-week period in early fall, said
Munsey.
For the college fair, Maine is divided
into two parts. Students north of
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Augusta are invited to the UMaine fair,
while students south of this point are invited to the college fair at the University of Southern Maine, Munsey said.
The USM fair is being held Tuesday
night and Wednesday morning, he said.
College representatives at the UMaine
fair come from colleges in states as far
away as Florida and Texas.
Joe Baker, admissions counselor for
Florida Southern College of Lakeland,
Fla., said his college feels that it is worthwhile to travel this far north because
there are a good number of students who
decide to enroll in Florida schools.
"There are currently 25 freshman from
Maine, New Hampshire, and Vermont
enrolled at Florida Southern College,"
said Baker.
The enrollment at Florida Southern is
1,800 students, Baker added.
Nate Buddington, admissions
counselor for the University of Redlands
of Redlands, Calif. said his college has
a liberal education which is received better in the East than the West.
Sonja Bingham, a senior at Dexter
Regional High School, said she is interested in majoring in either merchandising or child development.
"I'm interested in attending the
University of Maine at Farmington,
Westbrook College, or the University of
Maine, and this fair should help me to
make up my mind," said Bingham.
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Mexico borrowing $12 billion to pay loan
WASHINGTON(AP)— Mexican officials worked against a midnight
deadline Monday to put together a
S12-billion loan package, while financial
leaders from 151 nations met to discuss
the health of the world economy.
Jacques de Larosiere,'rnanaging director of the International Monetary Fund,
said he's optimistic that an accord could
be reached on the question of lending
money to Mexico.
However, he indicated that a S1.7billion tentative loan from the IMF to
Mexico could be in jeopardy if Mexico
fails to negotiate the balance of a $12billion rescue package with private banks

by midnight, the deadline the IMF
imposed.
"If we have an agreement today, then
there is no basic problem," Larosiere
said at the outset of a week of meetings
by the IMF and the World Bank.
Attempts to fashion the loan to help
Mexico meet payments on its $100
billion debt were the focus of Monday's
sessions. But the huge U.S. budget and
trade deficits were also expected to be a
major topic.
President Reagan is scheduled to addressea joint session of the two international financial institutions here Tuesday.
This past weekend, finance ministers
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West German Finance Minister
Gerhard Stoltenberg told reporters that
the talks, while not producing a firm
agreement, would have a positive influence on financial markets.

But some others*were more skeptical.
The lack of agreement could trigger
a sharp further decline in the value of
the dollar'and lead to more uncertainties in financial markets, said Austrian
Finance Minister Fetclinand Lacina.
"Anybody who hoped there would be
real progress at this Meeting has to be
disappointed." Lacina told a group of
reporters.

Car resurrected after
27 year entombment
BRUNSWICK, Maine(AP) — After
being entombed for 27 years in a brick
vault inside a store, a 1954 Corvette convertible is bound for Daytona Beach,
Fla., where its owner plans to have it
restored.
When the car emerged last week, its
exterior was slightly damaged but the interior wa,s like new. The ignition key was
nowhere in sight and no one seemed to
know where Richard Sampson Sr. had
left it.
Sampson, who died in 1969, was a
self-made businessman who built a chain
of 33 grocery stores that he later sold to
a food wholesaler. He sealed the car inside the Brunswick store, leaving the
rights to the vehicle to his daughter, Cynthia, who remembered riding in it as a
child.
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and central bank leaders from major industrialized nations failed to reach
agreement to lower interest rates or to
stabilize exchange rates.

She had until Oct. Ito remove it after
Service Merchandise, which occupied the
building in recent years, moved
elsew here.
Ms. Sampson, 37, watched last week
as workers dismantled the vault row by
row.

The white car had turned yellow with
age like a piece of old linen, and the
paint had blistered, but the red interior
was in good condition and the measuring cup and blue-green marble Ms.
Sampson often played with as a child
were still on the floor.
Ms. Sampson, who lives in Ormond
Beach, Fla., and is in the real estate
business, had the car loaded into an
enclosed van for the trip to Florida.

Fly with the finest.
Get your career off to a flying start. Become a
Marine aviator If you're a college freshman.
sophomore or junior, you could qualify for
our undergraduate Officer Commissioning
Program and be guaranteed flight school
after graduation. All training is conducted

during the summer. There are no on-campus
drills. Plus, you receive $100 a month during
the school year.
Seniors can qualify for the graduate Officer
Commissioning Program and attend training
after graduation.

This is an excellent opportunity to prove yourself amongst the best and start off

making from $17,000 to $23,000
a year See if you measure up.
Check °tit the Marine Corps Officer Commissioning Programs.
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The Marines Corps Officer Selection Officer will be on campus 30 September through 2 October 1986
10 am to 2 pm daily, in Memorial Union Building.
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Editorial
Cruel, usual punishment

C

ould you hold a dog's paw in a dish
of ethylene glycol until it freezes? Or
could you take oxygen away from an
animal until it dies of suffication?
of you are empathetic or if you are open enough
to feel pain, you might be shocked to hear or even
see what happens to experiment animals in
laboratories.
"Sacrificed" animals for medical And biological
means in the U.S. is unkown but there is over 60
million and may be possibly as high as 100 million.
Vivisection, the cutting of or operation on a living animal, is predicted on‘a paradox. The vivisec-,
tor claims that "animals are very much like
humans," and we can therefore use them as
anatomicals, physiological, biochemical, and
psychological models of humans.
,
. But when asked why animals are used rather
than humans, the anwser is a contradiction. "We
can use them because they are not like us."
The primary function of animal research is to
sell a "pet theory," to the public. With the
thousands of strains of animals, the large assortment of possible lab conditions and the many ways
of testing a drug, it is possible to prove any theory
about human disease.
Animal research can be used to justify methods
of treatment, but it is just as likely to prove
useless--if not outright dangerous to humans.
Despite nearly a century of intensive research on
animal cancer, there is still no evidence that animal
*

tumors have contributed big to the treatment and
prevention of human cancer. More important, there
are now a variety of alternatives to animal
research. Those techniques include: cell culture,
drug design, and mathematical modeling.
These techniques are either equivalent or
superior to traditional animal studies in helping to
prevent human cancer.
These scientists seem w have trouble taking their
findings from the lab animal to the human. Scientists cannot predict results from one species of
monkey, ape, rat, pig or goat, let alone to the
human.
How long should we continue this research when
the truth of the issue remains the same--the proper
study of mankind is man.
If the money wasted on unnecessary research
with nonhuman animals in the U.S. alone were applied to solid programs of preventive health, most
of the requirements for medical and biomedical
research would no longer exist.
Most human suffering due to illness would be
replaced by the obvious benefits of good health
while the suffering of tens of millions of
nonhuman animals would stop.
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Rebecca Smith

Any
questions?
As the first round of exams comes into full swing, everyone looks tired,
friends become enemies and classrooms
become silent.
The same thing happens each year in
'the end-of September and first week or
so of October
The reason: professors want to
schedule their exarns at regular intervals
throughout the semester.
The schedule is completely logical,
since the idea is to keep each test the
same length and covering equal amounts
of material.
One problem with these "test periods"
is that the professor's goal of teaching
and the student's ideal to learn often get
shortchanged in the process.
What really seems to irritate professors is when they set aside a time at
the beginning of a class, or the full
meeting before an exam, entirely for student questions on the material covered
so far, and no one asks anything.
One problem is that many students
would have questions if they had a
chance to read through their notes or
review the reading, but with all their tests
happening at once, studying only the day
before an exam has become a typical
routine.
Just once it would be nice to walk into a class expecting an exam, and have
the professor postpone the test in favor
of a question period. Maybe then I
would have a few questions to ask.
The second problem is that people are
afraid to ask what questions they have.
Looking around the classroom, you
can tell what some of the other students
are thinking:
"I'll wait and see if someone else asks
the question."
The best way to get your question
answered is to ask it yourself. You're
more likely to be paying attention and
therefore, you will better remember the
answer. Besides, what will you do if
nobody asks any questions and the professor moves on to his lecture or
dismisses class?
"My question is dumb."
Almost every professor will tell you
there is no such thing as a dumb question. It is dumber to leave a question
''unanswered when you are getting ready
for exam than it is to ask a "dumb"
question.
Think of it this way—if you don't ask
the question, it will probably be asked
to you on the exam.
You are paying for your education, so
you might as well get something out of
Make the question period into a game,
test your professor's knowledge. Who
knows, you might learn something.
Rebecca Smith is in the midstfor studyihgfor exams and is growing sleepier
by the minute.
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Response
Nuclear concerns

1

Attention Readers

;?
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If you have something on your mind and would like
to express it for the benefit of others — please write
The Daily Maine Campus — no one will know about
it unless you do. We lust for reader response, whatever
your perspective.

To the editor:
September 27, I went to Nutting Hall to listen to Dr. G.
Woodwell's lecture on "Nuclear
War: Too Big For the Earth."
I was under the false impression
that it was goiag to be a lecture
against nuclear war and nuclear
power plants. This subject is
close to my heart.
Today we are living daily
under the mean specter of 'a
nuclear holocaust.
It is about time for the sake

To the editor:
vant to
intervals

Recently, there has been a lot
of "controversy" with regards to
a poster which was for sale at
the Organizational Fair during
Parent's Weekend. The poster in
question had a rather attractive
young lady posed in front of a
lecture hall, while the caption
read. "The woman you wish
went to the University of
Maine."
The "controversy'! in question is whether or not this
poster is reflective of the
"thinking and attitudes of the
groups that design them."
The idea of making any such
connection is ludicrous. Pin-up
posters can be found in many
dorm rooms, both male and
female. Would anyone have
been upset if a sorority sold
posters of a good looking man
with a caption reading "The
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man you wish went to the
University of Maine?" Maybe
we should assign the police to
check our dorms and fraternities just to make sure that
there is nothing which parents
might find objectionable.
With regards to any sarcastic
remarks about fraternities projecting an "Animal House" image to our visiting parents, I
think that it's about time we
starting giving them credit for
a little more intelligence.
Alsmost every fraternity on this
campus was represented at this
fair, and the parents had ample
opportunity to see just what a
fraternity was really like. It
might also be of interest to the
people who are complaining
that of the posters sold, almost
all of them were bought by
parents for their sons.
Christopher A. Tatian

America becoming land of oppressed
To the editor:
After 200 years, It's still
"America, The Beautiful" but
now it appears to becoming
"America, The Bugged."
When our forefathers came
to this young nation, their_preoccupation was to make a living, raise a family, obtain an
education, and to pass on the
American heritage.
The nation was especially
united in times of war.
Thankfully, there has been no
international conflict in decades

but internal disunity is
widespread. There is no
overseas "blood letting" but
domestic struggle would make
Karl Marx shave his beard with
joy.
Now we see:
conflict between the lass
abiding and law breaking.
—strife between labor unions
vs. those desiring non-union
workers.
—differences between govern-

ment entities; federal, state,
county and city.
One of the manifestations of
homeside
hostilities
is
manifested by the magnitude
and multitude of surveillance
(bugging.)
Big Brother seems to have an
"electronic interest" in all
Americans and this interest may
extend to innerdisagreements
among other agencies. Tax
payers are being investigated by
devices for which they have
Paid.

Big Business has competitors,
foreign and domestic, and protest financial interests with intricate devices preventing industrial sabotage. Bulging
federal budgets for defense industry lead manufacturers to
pick the Pentagon clean.
Big "Supernaturals" richly
endowed by the Founding
Fathers with privileged rights,
some spiritual societies have
departed from "surveillance by
the Diety" to scarcely religious,
home grown, intelligence
systems. Has the "bug" replac-

ed the Holy Bible? Has the
computer bank substituted
common sense? Or the
Sacraments? Or sanity?
After two centuries. America
is still beautiful. Lady Liberty
continues to be the symbol of
freedom. However, the beautiful
lady must be amazed at the
strange variety of electronic frequencies buzzing around her
embellished crown.
Dr. Urban Terbieten
Yancey, Texas

Negative coverage by Maine Campus
To the editor:
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of ourselves, our children and
grandchildren to stop immediately the use of nuclear
power plants and FREEZ the
production of nuclear bombs.
We have enough hydrogen
bombs to destroy each of us ten
times over.
Right now we are sitting on
100 potential 'Chernobyl accidents' and 500 or more
radioactive 'Love Canals!

As a member of the UMaine
community, I was disappointed
by the negative reaction of the
Daily Maine Campus to the
opening of the Maine Center
for the Arts on September 20.
The Maine Center for the
Arts can be ranked as one of the
best campus facilities of its kind
in the nation, and is the realization of years of dreams and
hardwork. One would think
that the Daily Maine Campus

would be excited by the
possibility of seeing quality
entertainment now open to all
of us.
Instead, the Daily Maine
Campus headline read "Performing Arts Center opening: a
very costly event." C'mon
kids — negative, negative!!
(Besides, it didn't cost you
anything) Yo-Yo Ma and Isaac
Stern are among the world's
greatest musicians. Not a word
said about that. Ned Porter says

the Daily Maine Campus was
"not invited" to the opening
concert. Many people, not just
the staff of the Daily Maine
Campus were unable to get
tickets for the opening performance. That was unfortunate,
but there is never any way of
knowing in advance how fast
the tickets for a show will sell
out. In fact, because so many
people were unable to get
tickets, the staff of the Center
arranged for over 900 people,
many of whom were students,

to attend the opening da)
rehearsal. Reporters from the
Daily Maine Campus could
easily have arranged to be present at that special showing.
And what's wrong with a
champagne reception? Many of
the people who attended that
reception Saturday evening were
the very people who made the
Maine Center for the Performing Arts a reality instead of just
a dream. The Center was paid
for almost entirely by private
donations; those people deserve

a glass of champagne! I suspect
that Mr. Porter wouldn't have
turned down a glass himself had
he been invited. Of course,
champagne is a little higbbrow.
Personally, I'm looking forward to the premiere season at
the Maine Center for the Performing Arts. Nine dollars for
two student tickets to the Hartford Ballet sounds like a deal to
me.
Lynn Wood
Bangor Village -6
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NEWS BRIEFS'
Division's administrative clerk for
personalized plates.
Robinson said that when
Thomas' application for the plates
came, she saw only what most people see: an expression in French.
But somebody wrote to complain that the plates could be read
"wee, wee," so the state had to
order Thomas to return them, she
said.
Thomas, who said he was
vaguely aware of the doubleentendre when he applied, said he
will likely contest the recall.

License plate
deemed offensive
DENVER (AP) — The personalized license plates on Brad
Thomas' car say "OUIOUI,"
but the state of Colorado says "no,
no," because another Colorado
resident found the plates offensive.
Thomas, 28, of Littleton, got
the plates reading "yes, yes," in
French some time ago for his
Mercedes 280E.
"It's just an attitude toward
life," he said.
But state law dictates that if
someone takes offense at the
message the plates will be recalled.
The only exception is if the plates
bear the owner's name, said Debbie Robinson. the Motor Vehicle

Daniloff swap
frees Zakharov
KANSAS CITY, Mo.(AP) —
President Reagan announced the
release of American journalist

Alpha Tau Omega

Nicholas Daniloff by the Soviet
Union today but said nothing
about the negotiations that won
his freedom.
Reagan appeared before a rally
for former Gov Christopher Bond
of Missouri, the Republican candidate for the seat being vacated by
Sen. Thomas Eagleton, a
Democrat, and opened his speech
with the brief announcement.
It came about an hour after an
airliner carrying Daniloff and his
wife, Ruth, had left Moscow.
"I have something of a news announcement I would like to
make," Reagan said. "In case
,you haven't heard it already, at 12
o'clock, 12 o'clock central time, a
Lufthansa airliner left Moscow
bound for Frankfurt, West Germany, and on board are Mr. and
Mrs. Nicholas Daniloff."
Reagan said nothing about the
arrangements that freed the
American reporter for US. News
ct World Report magazine just one
day shy of a month after he was
seized by the KGB and charged
with spying.
In New York, an informed
source at the United Nations said
accused Soviet spy Gennadiy
_Aakharov also would lie freed as
part of an exchange.
But a knowledgeable Justice
Department source in Washington
said of Zakharov, "He's not leaving today."
The source, who demanded
anonymity, declined to say what if
any deal was made for Daniloffs
release.

Reagan silent on
Daniloff swap
UNITED NATIONS (AP) —
An informed source at the United
Nations said today that Soviet
diplomat Gennadiy Zakharov,
charged with spying, would be
freed in a swap with American
journalist Nicholas Daniloff who
was left in Moscow.
Daniloff boarded a flight for
West Germany earlier in Moscow.
He had been arrested by the KGB
on Aug. 30. a week after Zakharov
had been arrested by the FBI in
New York.
The source said U.S. Secretary
of State George P. Schultz and
Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard
Shevardnadze agreed during a
meeting in New York Sunday night
that Daniloff and Zakharov would
be freed today.
The source, a diplomat, spoke
on the condition that he not be
identified by name or nationality.
He said he did not know when
Zakharov would be freed.
In Washington, a knowledgeable
Justice Department source said of
an earlier report that Zakharov's
release was to be today: "It's not
true. He's not leaving today."
The source, who spoke on the
condition that he not be identified,
declined to say what, if any, agreement had been made for DanilotTs—
release.

announces a

Barbeque Rush Dinner

Fantasy Sound

All male undergraduates invited.
4:30 today, Tuesday, Sept. 30

MUSIC AND LIGHTING
FOR ALL OCCASIONS

Located next to the Newman Center.

John Field
9424420

call evenings

Rob Dunnett
942-3183

AIR FORCE ALWAYS %
NEEDS MORE LEADERS.
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YOU ARE INVITED to share in a unique process
of initiation, education, formation and
spiritual growth if you are...
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CALL: Captalti Root, 581-1386
SENIORS: OTS, collect (603) 868-7266

FORE
LEADERSHIP EXCELLENCE STARTS HERE

—a fully initiated Catholic wishing to grow
in understanding, living and sharing faith.
— a baptized Catholic wishing to be Confirmed.
—a non-Catholic wishing to learn of arid experience
the faith of Catholics.
The process will take place on Monday evenings
(twice a month) from 7:00 PM - 9:00 PM.

For more information please call the
NEWMAN CENTER at 866-2155.
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Soccer team falls to Cleveland State 2-0
by Tim Tozier
Staff Writer

The University of Maine soccer team
lost a hard fought battle to the Cleveland
State University by a score of 2-0 Monday at Alumni Field.
"This is the best game we've played all
year," Viking's forward Paul Hames
said. Hames, a member of the 1983
Canadian Olympic team added "We did
what we had to do to win and this was
a key victory for us after coming off
three defeats without scoring a goal."

Viking's coach Brian Doyle was excited about his team's victory after the
game
"I was very pleased with the team's
performance today," he said. "Lately
we've been having trouble getting the ball
in the net once we get it inside the opponents box. Today we put it together
and were able to turn our scoring opportunities into goals."
Both teams played evenly throughout
the first half of action, with scoring opportunities being denied by the strength
of each squad's goalies.
The scoreless play continued through
the _first 20 minutes of the second half

thanks to some key one-on- one saves by
the Black Bear goalie Jeff Spring.
Spring robbed Viking's fullback David
Brown at point blank range with an
amazing diving catch, as well as stopping midfielder Gareth Healy on a similar
shot from the front of the net.
The Viking's finally broke the ice at
the 21:59 mark of the second half, when
Healy got his first career goal on a pretty set-up by Brown.
The tenacious offensive play of the
Vikings continued with an apparent goal
being disallowed by an offsides call.
After Maine got the ball down the
other end of the field for a couple of

by R. Kevin Dietrich
Staff Writer
The University of Maine field hockey
team would appear to peaking at just the
right time, at least according to the
results of last weekend's action which
saw them beat both the University of
Vermont and Siena College
The wins, along with Maine's No. II
national ranking, have come at a very
opportune time as the Black Bears will
be traveling south this weekend to take
on both the No. I (University of New
Hampshire) and No. 3 (University of
Massachusetts) teams in the country.
In addition, Maine, now 7-2 overall,
will play the University of Southern
Maine. All three contests will be foreign
turf, with the exception of the UMass
matchup, which will take place at neutral
Cape Elizabeth.
Saturday's game, which the Black
Bears won 3-2, featured Maine traveling
to Vermont to take on a strong Catamount squad.
"They were a much improved
team." Maine Coach Jeri Waterhouse
said.
UVM scored first, with Catamount
Leslie Day giving her club a 1-0 lead with
a goal at the 25:00 mark of the first
period.
Although the Black Bears were down
at the half, Waterhouse attributed

Maine's slow start to the field conditions
and not to poor team performance.
"I told them (at halftime) that I didn't
feel that they were in trouble," she
said. "We'd missed four opportunities to
score off penalty corners. But we
couldn't control the ball because the
field was so rough on (our) end."
Once Maine switched sides at the
beginning of the second stanza, the
Black Bears began their comeback.
Charlene Martin tied the contest at I-1
when she tallied an unassisted goal five
minutes into the period.
Martin made it 2-1, Maine, five
minutes later with Stacy Caron receiving an assist.
Catamount Biffy Roraback tied the
contest up at the I4-minute mark when
she scored an unassisted goal off Tina
Oullette.
The Black Bears got the gamesvinning
goal with 12 minutes left in the game
when Laurie Carroll took a pass from
Martin and put it in the UVM goal.
Martin's two goals and an assist were
at least a partial result of a change in the
Black Bear game plan, according to
Waterhouse.
"One of our strong points is our
counterattack," she said. "We moved
her (Martin) upfield and played a little
long ball."

Lambert then tallied both Black Bear
goal in the second half. The first came
at the 7:50 mark with Martin receiving
an assist and the second with just five
minutes left off an assist from Goldfine

"The long grass really negates
(Maine's) fast game," Waterhouse
said.

Oullette and Sue Hannigan split the
net minding duties with each recording
two saves in the winning effort.
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Have you gained that extra 10 pounds yet?
Help to alleviate stress.
Exercise with us!
CLASS TIMES
7 to 8 a.m.(Mon. thru Fri.) - Lengyel
3 to 4 p.m.(Mon. thru Fri.) - Cumberland
7 to 8 p.m.(Sun thru Thur.) - Hilltop Complex
Register at the Oxford Hall front desk
between 9:00 and 5:00 weekdays
You do not have to be a club member
to join. Join the health boom!!

faculty & staff are welcome

Even so, the Black Bears were finally
able to crack through, with Ahn
Goldfine scoring at the 20-minute mark
with an assist to Michelle Lambert.

UMaine Greek Week
Fall 1986
Schedule of Events
Mon Sept. 29

GUest Speaker Edward King
"Secret Thoughts on the Ritual"
7:30 pm with workshop following
Performing Arts Center

Tues Sept. 30

Greek Sing
7:00 pm "The Pit"

Wed Oct. 1

Drive

I2

Gprmee-k8 5W
pm ::ThBeloPoitd"

Thurs Oct. 2

Greek Night
Featuring "Soundtrac"
9 pm _I am $5,23..0000 withlettelertsters
without
Oronoka
*Buses will be running

AEROBICS

i'\

xperience

"Cleveland is a good tearn and we
definitely didn't play our best," said
Maine Coach Jim Dyer. "We have to
play more intensely and cut down on our
lapses in concentration if we are going
to win."

On Sunday, field conditions again
played a role in the Black Bear fortunes
as Maine was forced to overcome tall
grass in cruising to a 3-0 triumph.
"That was a real slow game, the grass
was so long," Waterhouse said.
A good indication of the problems
Maine experienced was the fact that the
Black Bears took 47 shots, with Siena
goalie Mary Hegarty making 21 saves.

Fri Oct. 3
Sat Oct. 4

Decorate Car Float
Greek Car Parade
10:00,_am Steam Plant parking lot

Greek Games
1:00 pm Location
Greek Formal

Pay just $12-$15 for a whole semester
med.

brown settled the ball in front of the
Maine goal and made a pass to an uncovered Kevin Smith. Spring committed
himself and made the original stop, but
the ball came back out and deflected off
Smith's knee and rolled into the net.

Field hockey victories give UMaine boost

process

rid

shots, Cleveland came right back and
scored their second goal of the contest
at the 25:53 mark.

to be announced

Featuring "Karen Nason Band"
9 pm - I am
Bangor Civic Center
Tickets $5.00/couple
On sale in the Union Starting Sept. 22

Sun Oct. 5

"Ball on the Mall"

4 band concerts (presented
BUS SCHEDULE
Bus 1 Bus 2
UMFB, Panhel, IDB, OCR, SEA).
leave Union
till
9:15
Both stopping at AID, Delta Tau. '
Beta. TKE
leave Civic Center 12:00
I:00,
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Classifieds/Personals
RIDE/RIDERS NEEDED

1985 Fleetwood. 14x56, in Lakeland,
Florida. Call 848-3174.

Ride sharing from Orrington 8 - 4:30
daily. Call xI217.

9x12 royal blue shag. Good condition. 862-2425, between 5 & 10 p.m.
Asking $55.

Ride needed to Boston Area October 3-5. I will help pay for gas and
other expenses. Please contact Dan at
581-1273 days or 866-7937 evenings.
Bob Seger awaits.

Pentax ME 35mm camera with additional lenses. $90 or best offer. Call
Wendy at 581-4675.
HELP WANTED

FOR SALF
Full size mattress and box spring.
Metal headboard, footboard and
frame included. Good condition. $75
or best offer. 945-5046, keep trying.
1977 Vidatsun 710 Wgn, Automatic
Sticker thru 4/87. 104K. Good
mechanically and interior. Body rusty. Driven daily. Bill Congleton
581-2778.
Apartment size, portable washer and,
dryer, excellent condition. $200 for
both. Call 884-7943 after 3p.m.
Adventure into the unknown halls of
Smoke, the Fire Breathing Dragon in
a game disk for the Atari 800XL or the
TRS-80 Color Computer 2. Send
$14.55 to: JADE, RFD #2, Box 2740,
Clinton ME 04927.
Lovely couch and matching chair duo
perfect for any home In excellent condition for only $75.00. Call 947-0564
after 5:00.
Word Processor Business Computer
with letter quality printer. Machine:
Kaypro Paper 2X.Softsrare: Wordstar:
Mail Merge, Datastar, Reportstar,
Calcstar, Micro Soft, Basic, Profit
Plan. Call 581-4934. ask for Scott
Couesins.
2 Honda Express Mopeds. Excellent
condition. Call 581-1026 or after 5 p.m.
call 827-5878 and ask for Fenton
Storman.

Pianist workstudy student or will
consider non-workstudy student to accompany dance classes at Lengyel Hall
Dance Studio. Call Kim Arrow, x1963
or x4070.
legal Secretary Wanted. Highly
motivated, professional secretary needed for small, fast-paced law office. Excellent typing skills required. Send letter of application and resume to
Michael H. Griffin, Esq.. CURTIS &
GRIFFIN, P.O. Box 400. Orono, ME
04473.
Waitresses and doormen needed at
well established bar. Ask Suzanne or
Sue M-F 10:00 - 2:00 or F-S after 5:00
at 945-0790. Address: 6 Broad Street,
West Market Square. Bangor. Me.
Wanted: Organized groups OT individuals wishing to earn commission
money and FREE TRIPS. Promote the
Number 1 Spring Break Trip to
Daytona Beach. Call DESIGNERS OF
TRAVEL. at I-800-453-9074!!
Reserve Police officers. Good pay,
nobble hours and challenging work.
Requirements: Strong desire to serve
community. Mature judgment.
Eligibility for work study. Completed
MCJA Basic Police Academy or
MCJA Reserve Officer Program (No
exceptions). Previous experience
desirable. Duty hours, primarily, evenings and weekends. Interested persons
should send resumes to Maj. John
Gray, Univ. of Maine Police, 166 College Ave.. Orono, Maine 04469.

Mazda GLC 1983 4 door sedan excellent condition. Call Dr. Bukowski,
581-2052 (days), 942-7941 (eves.).

ROOMMATE NEEDED

1979 Subaru. 2 door,4 speed, needs
exhaust, $400. Call 722-3114. evenings
and weekends.

M/F to be third in a newly furnished townhouse. S200/mo plus utilities.
mile from campus by Thriftway.
Call Scott, 866-4138.

Volkswagon Dasher - 1977. Good
condition. $995. negotiable. R.A.
Johnson, P.O. Box 5. Dover-Foxcroft,
ME 04426. Call 564-2017.
Couch. Floral tapestry design. Curved front, arms_ worn. Located in
Hampden Will deliver. Bill Congleton
581-2778.
Two Sears Road Handler Radial
Snow Tires. PI95/74R14 whitewalls.
used two winters, 50,000 mile warranty. $40 each (originally $70). Call Mike.
825-4414 or 825-4902 (after 5)
Remington Shot Gun. 1100 Auto.. 12
gauge with poly choke. New condition
$300. Call 848-3174.
.
Stereo equipment. Technics 30 watt
receiver. Pioneer semi-automatic turntable. Grado cartridge. Monster cable.
Call eves. 866-3548 and make an offer. Ask for Larry.
1976 AMC -Holnet. 6 Clynder, one
!,ear Maine inspected. 4 all season
0,e/hauled. runs
enings.

WANTED
Aanted - Farsi-speaking individual
to converse with in order to learn more
of the language. Write Robin, P.O. Box
1941, Bangor.
Wanted,- large sturdy dinner table.
Call Johit-Spear at 866-2588.
WANTED: Savage over-under
30-30/20 ga. Call Pat at 942-4139 most
anytime.
Lap-top computer needed in October, November and December. I'd be
interested in either renting or purchasing. Call Prof. William Whitaker.
866-2467 or 581-2384.
MEEtINGS
Tuesday Meeting. Attention all
native American Indian Students. The
Native American Club is now forming
our first meeting to be held today.
September 30th at 7:00 p.m. in the
ovvn Room orthe Memorial
:On

Attention Astronomy buffs! There
will be a meeting for anyone interested
in using the campus telescope on
Wednesday. October 1 at 8p.m. at the
campus observatory. (next to the
Union). Everyone Welcome. For more
information call 1341.
There will be a Microbiology
Seminar Tuesday, September 30 at 4:10
p.m. in 124 Hitchner Hall. Larry
Zibilske, Asst. Prof. of Soil Sciences
will speak on 'Bacterial Degradation
of Petroleum Hydrocarbons'. Everyone
is invited.
The University Club is having it.ls
annual meeting on Thursday, October
2 from 3:00-4:00 at the University Club
Memorial Union.
There will be a reception following
the annual meeting of the University
Club from 4:00-6:00 October 2 at the
University Club, Mern
TYPING SERVICES
Need a paper typed? Call Emily, 500
College Ave. Orono,866-5682. SI per
page, double spaced. If desired, spelling & grammar edited at no charge.
Satisfaction guaranteed or your money
back!
Typing wanted: reports, -barsers,
resumes, etc Call Janice at 581-2224
or stop by 113 Barrows Hall.
Reasonable rates.
University Typing Service. Term
men,reports, thesis, etc Pick up and
delivery. Call 827-3689, ask for Julie.
MISC
Outfit yourselves and-decorate your
rooms at the Orono Thrift Shop. Red
brick building, second right turn off
of Pine St. Open vsecinesdays only, 11-4
p.m.
Massage, available at Hilltop Health
Club, Members and nonmembers
welcome. No appointment necessary.
Tue., and Thurs evenings 6 - 10 pm.
Members SiSi hr, nonmembers $16 hr.
Call x4809 for more info.
A semester of international business
is available for interested juniors at the
University of Grenoble in France for
this spring. Information and applications are now available. The deadline
is October 3, 1986. Interested students
should contact Mrs. Pechinski, 6B
South Stevens. x1974 or x1968.
Lost: brown wallet in library. Don't
care about the money but the other
contents are important. If found please
call 866-4246 and ask for Matthew.
Thanks.
Lost: Sony Dual-Cassette/Radio in
Memorial Union on September 20.
Reward offered if found. See Jim at
209 Somerset or call 866-3742.
World Food Day Series- October 2
events. Benefit Buffet sponsored by the
Patch House Coop (866-5682). to help
area hunger relief organizations. Entertainment provided by the Kinsmen
Ridgerunners. 5:30-6:30 at the Damn
Yankee, tickets $4 for adults and 12 for
under 12. Also, The Gods Must Be
Crazy will be shown at 7:30 in 101
Neville Hall. Admission $1.50.

PI.E.ASE HELP!! A black leather
hag was stolen from my VW Rabbit
Saturday night. Anyone who know,
ho took this or can give it back-will
receive 5-40. Cal; 827-4381.

The Departmet of Police and Safety is presently in possession of a
number of lost watches, calculators,
and bikes. If you lost or had stolen any
of the above the past two years drop
-by and see us. If you have already filed a report, your report has been
checked against this property. A good
description of the item is necessary.
The inventory includes 45 bikes, 16
watches, and 4 calculator,. Any questions call 581-4040.
Trapping basics will be the focus of
a course, to be offered during the Fall
Semester by the Conferences and Institutes Division at the University of
Maine. The course, to be held from 7-9
p.m. Wednesdays from Sept. 24 to Oct.
8, will cover types, sizes, humane use
and fastenings of traps; trap treatment;
basic sets. baits; and lures; fur handling and selling. A field trip will be held
from 8 a.m. to noon Oct. 4 to
demonstrate fox, coyote, mink.
muskrat, coon, marten, fisher, beaver,
. and otter trapping. Bob Noonan, who
has 30 years of experience as a trapper. will serve as instructor. For more
information, contact Conferences and
Institutes, 581-4092.
Living History Day,at Leonard's
Mills, Bradley. October 4 & 5, 10 a.m.
- 4 p.m. For more information-write or
call the Maine Forest and Logging
Museum, 27 State St., Bangor, ME
942-4228.
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Now available on cassette local
bands DMD/Autumn. For copy including lyrics call Jeff at 866-5622
Unique style - custom fit, hand sewing done to fit you by a,creative, experienced tailor. Designing, alterations
and repairs done to your specifications. Call Sarah at 942-4050 go-, s
p.m.
YOUR Progressive Rock Station
WMEB. 91.9 FM. Radio-Free Orono.
GRE examinees: Some prep aids list
the wrong words - everyday words or
words too obsiure for the GRE. The
LexiComm GRE Dictionary has the
right words. Convenient sections
separate easier words from advanced:
let science majors focus on
irtsliumanities; more. Pocket sized study between classes. Introductory.
price until January I. Send $310: LexiComm Co., PO. Box 1417 - E-9, Alexandria, VA 22313.
VETERANS: The Veterans Affairs
office has moved. We are still in
Wingate Hall, now residing on the first
floor in the old registrar's office Please
call us if you have any questions regarding your educational benefits at
581-1316 Monday thin Fnday 8/00 am
till 4:30 p.m.
A little white four door 1986 Renault
Alliance, license 13881E, owned by. Jeff
Moxcey was stolen from the Memorial
Gym parking lot. A reward is offered
to anyone giving information leading
to the arrest and conviction of the
shies-es.
Listen to WNILB-ESA your infornia
tion center. Scheduled newscasts /4. lo
am - 12, I. 2. 3. 4, 5 pm. Radio Fre,
Orono.
Stuff it! Rent a MINI-KOOL
refrigerator for your dormitory room.
A few,left...CaH 866-4162.
WMEB-FM. Your maximum rock
n-roll connection. Thursdays at 10:00
Radio free ()mono
Classifieds are tree until October
1st
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